
 Utilities Open for Enrollment 
    • Orange & Rockland customers: 310K 
    • Con Edison Customers: 3.3Million

 Independence Energy New York  Customer Service: (855) 226 9047

 Utility Price Comparison: NY utilities do not offer price to compare on their websites

New York Enrollment Guide

New York City



Terms and Conditions 
While marketing Independence Energy’s power, it is your responsibility to ensure prospective customers are fully informed 

of Independence Energy’s Terms of Service. Have a copy of the most up-to-date Terms of Service available to provide 

if requested when marketing Independence Energy’s products. This can be found on the Tool Kit page in your Power 

Source.

Who can enroll with Independence Energy?
The vast majority of potential customers can enroll with Independence Energy; however, there are a few situations 

detailed below that would make a customer ineligible:

 Time of Use Billing: Some utilities offer different rates depending on whether energy is being used during peak  

   or off peak hours. Independence Energy charges the same rate during all hours of usage. 

 Current Customer: An account that is already with Independence Energy.

 Customers of utilities other than Orange & Rockland and Con Edison: Independence Energy may expand at a  

    later date to other New York Utilities. Eligible zip-codes can be found in your Power Source on the Tool Kit page. 

    

New York Rates
What are the rates in New York? 
Up to date rates can be found in your  

Power Source on the Tool Kit page.

Why are there zones in New York?
Depending on the region where a customer’s zip code falls, there will be different tax rates; therefore, pricing for electric 

supply could be different. Orange & Rockland currently has only one zone and ConEd currently contains three zones. We 

will pass the rate to the utility and the utility will bill the appropriate taxes.

How do I determine which zone my customer is in so I can quote the correct pricing?
To determine which zone your customer is in, go to the Tool Kit page in your Power Source and reference the ‘New York 
Zones and Eligible Zip Codes’ document.

Does Independence Energy support budget billing?
Yes. The supply portion of the customer’s bill is eligible to be included in budget billing for Con Ed or Orange & Rockland.

Badge Requirement
As an Associate, you are required to wear 

a badge. For more information and how to 

create your badge, please see ‘New York 
Badge Requirements’ on the Tool Kit page  

in your Power Source.

Bill of Rights
It is required to provide the ESCO Consumer 

Bill of Rights to all prospective New York 

customers. To access the Consumer Bill of 

Rights, please see ‘New York Bill of Rights’ 
on the Tool Kit page in your Power Source.

New York

Bill of  

Rights

What’s Unique in New York



How can I make sure my customer is providing accurate information?
To significantly decrease the risk of the account being rejected for inaccurate account information, request that your 

customer reference a copy of their most recent utility bill when completing the online enrollment. 

Where is the account number on the utility bill?
Utilities have different ways of identifying the electric account number.  

If your customer does not have a recent copy, recommend that they contact their utility company to obtain their account 

information. The customer must make the call to their utility company; this is not something you can do for them.

Utility Contact and Payment Information
Payments should be sent directly to the appropriate distribution utility. 

  ConEdison customers can call  (800) 75 CONED or visit www.coned.com online to make a payment. 

  Orange & Rockland customers can call  (877) 434 4100 or visit www.oru.com online to make a payment.

O&R (Orange & Rockland)
 O&R identifies the electric account      

     with an Account Number

 The Account Number is 10 digits,  

    and is typically found on the first page

ConEd
 ConEd identifies the electric  

     account with an Account Number

 The Account Number is 15 digits, and 

     is typically found on the first page

00012-12345

What’s Unique in New York



Introduce yourself
At the start of any opportunity conversation, be honest 

in what you intentions are. Always state you are an 

Independence Energy Alliance Associate up front so there 

is no confusion.

Do not make false or misleading representations
When quoting a savings guarantee or rate to a prospective 

customer, please only provide the information disclosed 

on Independence Energy’s Terms of Service. You can also 

explain our offer by handing the customer a copy of any 

New York marketing flyer you find on Power Source.

Do not use name, likeness or logo inappropriatly 
Independence Energy is NOT a partner of Con Edision 

or Orange & Rockland. Never give the impression that 

Independence Energy is in any way related as a partner or 

otherwise to these utilities. Associates are prohibited from 

using the Con Edison or Orange & Rockland name and/or 

logos.

Be a courteous guest
If a prospective customer requests or indicates that they 

would not like to continue discussing Independence 

Energy’s products and/or service, you are required to leave 

the customer’s premises immediately. No questions asked!

Be cognizant of language barriers
If it is apparent that the customer’s english language 

skills are insufficient to allow the customer to understand 

and respond to the information conveyed, or if someone 

other than the prospective customer informs you of this 

circumstance, you must terminate the in-person contact 

with the prospective customer. You are NOT allowed to use 

translation services and language identification cards.

Use only marketing materials approved by  
Independence Energy 
Independence Energy requires that Associates use 

only marketing materials produced or approved by 

Independence Energy. You can send Independence 

Energy any marketing materials that you have 

created for approval to: 

compliance@independenceenergyco.com 

 

Energy Sales Basics 

Things to remember when sharing out product offerings



Energy Sales Basics 

Completing Third Party Verification (TPV) Successfully 
Below are some helpful tips to ensure your customers are able to successfully complete the TPV call.

Name

Permission to record the call

7 digit confirmation number

Confirm they are at least 18 years of age or 
older

Confirm they are the account holder or 
authorized to enroll the account

What information should my customer have available to make the call a success?
  TPV phone number: ( 855) 226 9049

  Confirmation code provided by Independence Energy at time of enrollment

  Address of the location that is switching to Independence Energy

Account # from current utility

Service address

Agree they understand they are signing up for 
service with Independence Energy on a variable 
rate product

Agree to become an Independence Energy 
customer

Agree to the Terms and Conditions of the 
agreement

What questions will my customer be asked?

Who can complete the TPV call?
  Only the account owner or the  

     applicant’s spouse has the authority to 
     complete the TPV call 

 The Associate cannot, under any  
    circumstances, complete the call for the  
    customer or in any way be a part of the  
    call
    Illinois Restriction - The Associate is not     
 allowed to be in the same location as the  
 customer during the TPV call


